
CISC 1600, Lab 3.1: EggCatcher – Introduction to
Scratch

Prof Michael Mandel

1 Introduction

For this lab, we will be creating a simple game in Scratch (not Scratchpad) a visual
programming language for building games and animations.

1.1. Go to http://scratch.mit.edu in your browser

1.2. Click on the “Join Scratch” link on the top right of the page

1.3. Register to create a new account

Note that you can also download a version of Scratch to run locally if you are not online, but
we will use the online version for its sharing and remixing features.

Important: Unlike Scratchpad for Processing, the Scratch website does not save previous
versions of your work, only the final version. If you would like to save your project at
the current state, you can leave the current project as it is and “Remix” it to continue
development.

2 Planning the game

(Never start a game by sitting down and coding. Every large programming project needs to be
planned out, in as much detail as possible BEFORE you start coding. The more time, effort
and detail you put into your planning stage, the faster the coding of the game will actually
go.)

The game will be called Egg Catcher. In the game a cat (the player) will attempt to
catch the eggs that are dropped by a flying parrot. The player will control the cat using the
mouse.

In the first iteration of the game (what this tutorial covers), we will have the parrot drop one
egg over and over. Each egg that is caught will add one to the score. If an egg makes it to
the bottom of the screen the game is over.
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2.1 Programming outline

Plan, plan, plan, before you write a single line of code! An object outline will help you see
problems, and help prevent you from making mistakes.

Use the following table format for planning anything you would like to implement in Scratch
(but with your own rows for each object). Below, I’ve filled in the table for the project we
will build during this lab.

Object Facts Functions
Name, description What are the facts about this

object? What does the object
look like? How many images
will you need for it? Where
does it start? What are its
states (alive, dead, etc.

What does this object do? Can
it move? Can it change cos-
tumes? Can it interact with
other objects? Can it interact
with the player?

Stage (the stage itself, which
will have a title and a game-
play screen).

Has three backgrounds. Has
one variable: score, which will
be set to 0 at start.

Show title and instructions,
switch backgrounds, broadcast
a startgame message to start
the game, switch to game
over background after receiv-
ing endgame message.

Cat (the player) Will have two costumes so that
it can appear to run

Move and change costume to
follow the mouse on the screen.
Will not go up and down only
side to side.

Parrot (the opponent AI) Will have two costumes so that
it can appear to fly

Fly back and forth across the
top of the screen

Egg (controls score and end of
game)

Has only one costume Appear next to parrot, then
fall towards the bottom of the
screen. If it touches the Cat,
the score will go up by 1. If
it reaches the bottom of the
screen, the game will end.

3 Create the objects

By looking at the programming outline, you should be able to see that we need four objects.
In Scratch these objects are called Sprites.

3.1. In your new project, you should have two of the sprites that you need created automati-
cally: the Stage and Cat.
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3.2. Create the three backgrounds for the Stage sprite

• Select the stage, by clicking on the Stage icon (currently a white box) in the Sprite
window (lower left of screen).

• Click on the Backdrops tab in the center at the top of the window.

• Rename the background that is already there (backdrop1) to title.

• Select the Text tool button in the left panel.

• Add the following text to the title window as two separate text boxes:

Egg Catcher
Use the mouse to control the Cat, and catch the eggs

• Add a second backdrop by clicking on the Library button. I used the brick wall,
but you can add whatever you want. Change the backdrop name to playscreen
afterward.

• Now add a third backdrop by clicking on the Paint button

• Again use the Text tool to add the following text to the backdrop:
Game over

• Rename the background to game over.
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3.3. Create the parrot sprite

• Click on the New Sprite from Library button

• In category Animals, select Parrot

• It should already have two costumes (check the Costumes tab), one with its wings
up and one with its wings down

3.4. Create the egg sprite

• Click on the New Sprite from Library button

• In category Things, select Beachball

• Change its name to egg by clicking on the “i” icon on it.

3.5. Add a variable to keep track of the score

• Click on the Stage in the sprites pane

• In the Scripts tab, select the orange data item

• Click on “Make a variable” to make a variable called score that is visible to all
sprites

3.6. Congratulations, you’ve created all of the sprites and variables for this game!
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4 Write the scripts

The code in Scratch is put together using blocks from the library and is assembled in the
Scripts area for each Sprite. The scripts that are created are read from top down once they
are started. We need a script for the stage, that will initialize the score to 0, display the title
screen, play a sound, wait 4 seconds, and then switch to the playscreen.

First, you’ll need to add the sound. Click on the stage icon in the sprites area, and then
click on the Sounds tab in the center window. Add a new sound from the library and select
something musical. I used Guitar Chord 1.

Then, to create the script, click on the Scripts tab in the center window. Drag and drop the
code blocks from the library on the left of the screen, until your script window looks like this
(note that the script blocks are color coded according to the menu that they come from, so
dark blue is motion, light blue is sensing, etc.):

Once your script looks like the example above, click on the green flag in the top right of the
screen to test it.

5 Build the message sending and receiving

We need a way for different objects to communicate with each other in the game. As an
example, after the Stage sprite has switched to its playscreen background we would like it to
send out a signal to all of the other sprites that the game can now start. Later we want the
stage to switch to the game over screen when it receives a message. Update your script in
the Scripts window of the Stage sprite.
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6 Build the user interaction

Select the Cat sprite. Click on the “info” button for the cat, and select the ↔ option under
Rotation style, which makes sure that the cat only moves left and right, not all around the
screen. It should look like this

Now we need to modify his scripts. He needs to be put in his starting place and hidden when
the green flag is clicked (that way he will not appear on the title screen). Then he needs to
appear and start moving when the game actually starts. He will turn to face the mouse and
make his x position match the mouse x position.
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Once your script looks like the example above, click on the green flag in the top right of the
screen to test it.

7 Implement a loop

Select the Parrot sprite. She needs to be put in her starting place and hidden when the
green flag is clicked. Then she needs to appear and move back and forth across the top of the
screen, without leaving the screen. She should move very slowly at first but then faster and
faster as the game progresses.

8 Implement a conditional (and collision detection)

The egg should start at the parrot, and then fall towards the bottom of the screen. It needs
to be able to determine if it comes in contact with the Cat (add 1 to the score) and if it gets
to the bottom of the screen (game over). Like the parrot, we want the egg to start off moving
slowly, but then get faster as the game progresses. The egg moves differently from the parrot,
though, it always moves a negative amount in the y direction.
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9 Submit your project

9.1. Add your project to the CISC 1600 Lab 3.1 Studio.

A studio is a collection of Scratch projects. I’ve created one for this lab. When you’re
done with the lab, add it to the class studio at

https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/3994050/

9.2. Submit the url for your project to the BlackBoard dropbox for lab 3.1

10 Optional challenge: Improve the game

What could be done to make this game better and more fun to play? For an extra challenge,
implement five of the following eight possible extensions.

• Have the egg drop after a random amount of time

• Drop multiple eggs at a time

• Keep track of the player’s high score

• Add some more sounds (running, wings flapping, etc.). Sounds are owned by the sprite
that makes them and need to be incorporated into that sprite’s scripts.

• Add a Start button after the Title Screen so that you don’t have to wait 4 seconds

• Add a Try again button on the game over screen

• Add Easy and Hard buttons to let the player chose the difficulty level of the game

• One feature of your own choosing
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